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According to Jack, there are two types of students: 1) those who need a lot of help; and 2) those 
who don’t.  As a supervisor, it is wise to pick the second type!  But when it comes down to it, 
most students need varying degrees of help at different stages throughout their PhD program.  
This document provides some tips drawn from Jack’s years of experience supervising PhD and 
Masters students. 
 
Tips from Good Coaching 
 
A lot can be learned from the techniques of those who coach professional athletes, including: 
 

1. Keep self-efficacy high – everyone needs moderate to high levels of self-efficacy to do 
well.  This can be done through building on prior experience, modeling after someone 
else’s success, and obtaining feedback from someone who energizes you. 

 
2. Create a vision of what is possible – write this down and send it to the student as “what I 

see you doing five years after your PhD”. 
 
3. Challenge a commitment to excellence.  
 
4. Confront fears and overcome barriers. 
 
5. Give feedback in relation to overall goals – what one thing can you tell your student to do 

better for next time? 
 
6. Accurately assess potential for improvement.  

 

Other Important Tips 
 
• Make a commitment to the student. 
• Build and document a “psychological contract”, including mutual expectations and a general 

discussion about intellectual property within the first 3 months of starting a program. 
• Transfer tacit knowledge to your students – for example how to review proposals, how to 

write a cover letter for a journal article submission, and how to gracefully decline requests.  
 
What Do You Do When a Student Is Not Doing Well? 
 
• For the absolute “screw up”: 1) explain to them what they did and why it was unacceptable; 

2) agree on future actions but set short term goals; and 3) follow up with feedback after each 
goal is complete. 

• If the problem is chronic, let them go as soon as you both know you can’t work it through. 

 
But remember, prevention is better than the cure.  Select good students, be a good coach and 
ensure you’re not blindsided – this will result in a more satisfactory supervisor-student 
relationship for all. 
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